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Doctor who scarf crochet pattern

The crochet instructions will help you make this beautiful bohemian scarf. 5 skeins of different color and size of yarn (I know there are only 4 in the photos, but I used 5) ranging from sports to chunky yarns and matching hooks - I used 2 sizes: 7.00 and 3.00 mm Extra: if you want to recreate the look of my boho scarf, you need all kinds of
different ribbons. I used crochet, lace and satin ribbons to decorate the fringe edging with a coral/burgundy scarf, as well as weave through a blue/beige scarf. To make this scarf we are going to use a larksfoot/icicle stitch. The template uses multiples of 4. The size of the scarf is 52.4/133 cm long and 7.9 /20 cm wide. Length of fringe: 6.7
/ 17 cm. Important: change color for each new row. Base: ch 181Row 1:dc in 4th off the hook (makes 2nd DC), then 1dc, ch1, sk1, 3dc. Leave a long tail - do it for each row. Line 2: insert a new yarn re-line 1.To it, ch 3 (considered 1 dc) and 2 dc in the next 2 tbsp. Continue making these sets of 3 dcs. Line 3: insert a new yarn Ch 4
(considered 1 dc and 1 ch), sk 1, 1dc (more than 3 dc in a row below), 1 elongated dc (covering the space of this and row below it), 1 DC in the next stitch. This is the template for this line. I finished line 3 by making the first DC of lark stitch (look closely at the picture). So whatever stitch number you choose (for the foundation) don't get
confused if it ends differently (and it certainly will) - you just follow the pattern and be OK where it ends. Keep in mind the next series, though. Line 4: Repeat line 2 (mind as you finished). As you can see in the picture, I chained 4 and repeated line 2 across. Line 5: Repeat line 3 Repetition lines 2 and 3, and the different sizes of the yarn
makes this scarf very textured and attractive. When you finish the scarf you are left with long tails. Now, you can weave these or tie them next to each other together because we're going to make fringes that are going to cover these. Add a fringe of the same color as the string, so the edging comes naturally. You can leave the scarf with
the fringe only or add a little glam to it. Cut, place and pin to your liking the location of the tapes. Using sewing thread and igloo, cover these ribbons, sewing them on the edge of the scarf. For the blue scarf I weaved the tape to the end. You can also sew pompoms. I have a tutorial for pompoms here. Look at my briefings. Note: Join the
white to the top of the sc scarf (should be 28 white sc)Row 1-7: ch 1, sc 1 to endRow 8: ch 1, scdc 1, sc 1 to last 2 sc, scdc 1Row 9-10: ch 1, sc 1 to endRow 11-24: ch 1, scdc 1, sc to last 2 sc, scdc 1 Finish from houses in Hogwarts there are several different models of different scarves, with alternating pieces of color, and another with
small bar bars Color. Good thing they're both easy to do. h and chain s and single crochet I suggest Super Value in yellow and black yarn. Mainly because they only cost a few bucks. Younger witches and wizards wear scarves with large pieces of color. Start with yellow. Ch 40 for a nice, scarf.sc and 12 ranges of yellow to black yarn.sc
12 blackChange color ranges back to yellow yarn. Repeat 2-5 until you have made your scarf as long as you like. End the scarf with a 12-row ske yellow so that the ends look the same. The Hufflepuff scarf for older children has a pattern of two small black lines on a yellow field. This free crochet pattern will show you how to make a quick
and simple Hufflepuff scarf. Start with the yellow yarn. Ch 40 for a nice, thick scarf.sc 12 rows of yellow to black yarn and sc 2 rows.sc two ranges of yellowsc two ranges of black againRepeat 2-5 until you do your scarf as you like. End the scarf with a 12-row ske yellow so that the ends look the same. I chose one crochet stitch so that the
scarf has fewer gaps in it. My wife, Sarah, likes to do homemade functional elements, especially those that give her hands busy when she does something like watching a movie or rocking a baby. So it's no surprise that crochet is a natural match for her. This year she chose to make a crochet hat and scarf set for one particular relative
(and is considering making a second set). Below you can see our daughter modeling the output of this work, which took Sarah about eight hours. Obviously you don't need too much in terms of crochet material - just a needle and a big pile of yarn. According to Sarah, it's not too hard to learn how to do it, either; You just need to know five
or six simple methods, then you just repeat them over and over again. She recommends Lion Brand Yarn's crochet tutorial site for those interested in learning how to get started. Another element that you need when crochet is needed is to have a template to work with. As you can see in the picture above, Sarah made a hat based on a
free template printed from the website (here's the exact template she used). One particularly excellent source for crochet models is the Crochet Central pattern, which offers a small mountain of patterns. Particularly noteworthy in connection with this post is the list of the hat pattern and scarf pattern list. Sarah didn't use a scarf pattern and
instead did so solely from memory, as she has made scarves in the past for gifts (like the one I often wear in winter). A ready-made couple will make a good gift for someone this Christmas. Sarah is considering making at least one more hat and scarf set for Season. She estimated that each item took about four hours of non-stop work, but
it is a job that can Be done while watching the movie and can be delayed almost at any time, so you can participate in other activities. It is a gift that turns something very inexpensive and ordinary (yarn) into something beautiful (hook clothing), with just a little time and care added by the giver. This is the main triangle of a headscarf made
in a single crochet. Sometimes you will see this type of headgear called a headscarf, a granny's handkerchief or doing a rag. You can personalize yours by adding an applique to your favorite theme. ch - chain, ea - everyone, sc - single crochet, sc dec - single crochet reduction, sl st - stitch stitch stitching, sp - space about 2 oz. pf any
worsted weight yarn (use cotton weight yarn if for summer wear), hook H USA Insert hook hook in the next stitch to work, wrap the yarn or thread over the hook, pull it through the sc dec for the next 2 sc - Instructions link, with photos: sc reduce how-to you will turn into the end of each line. Starting chain: ch 62 for baby size or (ch 68 for
middle-size adults, ch 72 for adult size Large). Line 1: ch 1, sc in one cycle of the first ch, ch 1, miss the next ch, sc in one loop of each across until two chains remain, then ch 1, to miss the next ch, sc in one loop of the last ch. Line 2: ch 1 (turn), sc in the first sc, ch 1, skip the next ch-1 sp, sc dec over the next 2 sc, sc in ea sc across until
3 sc remains to work in, then sc dec over the next 2 sc, ch 1, miss the next ch-1 sp, sc in the last sc. Extra lines: Repeat line 2, until only 7 sc remain in the next row.4 Lines away from the end: ch 1 (turn), sc in the first sc, ch 1, skip the next ch-1 sp, sc dec over the next 2 sc, sc in the next sc, sc over the next 2 sc, ch 1, skip the next ch-1
sp, sc in the last sc.3 from the end: ch 1 (turn) , sc in the first sc, ch 1, skip the next ch-1 sp, sc dec over the next 2 sc, sc in the next sc, skip the next ch-1 sp, sc in the last sc. (There must be 1 sc, then ch-1, then 3 sc made in this range.) 2 rows from the end: ch 1 (for the turn), sc in the first sc, sc dec over the next 2 sc, miss the next ch-1
sp, sc in the last sc. (There should be 1 sc, then sc reduction, then another sc made in this range, for a total of 3 sc in this range.) Next to the last row: ch 1 (for the turn), sc dec over the first 2 sc, sc in the last sc. (There should be a 1 sc reduction, then 1 sc made in this range, for a total of two sc in this range.) Last row: ch 1 (to turn), sc
dec over 2 sc in row. It doesn't end yet. Out of the round and ties: ch 1, then running along the side of the triangle, sc at the end of the ea sc row along Side. If you have a hook in the last row on this side, chain 45 (for tie), sl st at 2 am off the hook, sl st in ea following 43 chains, sc in the remaining loop ea starting chain through the front of
the triangle, then chain 45 (for the second tie), sl st in 2st ch from the hook, sl st in 43 chains then along the next side of the triangle, sc at the end of the line ea sc along this side. When you reach the end of this face, ch 1, sc in the last row sc made (triangle point), that ch 1, sl st in the first sc made in the outer circle. End, leaving a strand
for weaving an inch to weave in the ends to secure. Make a great statement with just beginner crochet skills when you make this super scarf. It's made with bulky yarn and a huge size P hook hook to give you a chunky, oversized, extra warm accessory. The instructions are both written and visual. Take a very simple crochet scarf and
dress it with some crochet surface to create a much more spectacular design. We see that here with a double crochet scarf embroidered with slip stitches that create a graphic diamond overlay. It's a more traditional infinity scarf. It uses very simple stitches and it is easy to hook. However, the placement of the stitches keeps it interesting.
When it comes to basic designs, just a little proper touch goes a very long way. If you have a lot of crochet scarves, then you can feel like you've made them in any form imaginable! Think again. The unique design of this scarf is sure to be different from what you are used to. The designer says it is designed to simulate the shape of waves
from a particular coastline. It also painted yarns to fit these waves, and it includes yarn coloring instructions with a hook pattern for ambitious artisans who want to get creative. Continue to 5 of 23 below. This skinny asymmetrical crochet scarf pattern worked in a unique yarn using a size J crochet. It is made using a single crochet and
double crochet stitches, strategically placed to create a ladder striptease effect in the design. The seams in this crochet scarf pattern are constantly changing as you go, so you're never bored until you craft. In addition to the main crochet stitches, it includes a spike stitch and a related double crochet stitch. This is a very adaptable model;
You can change both the width and length easily to make the scarf suit of the wearer. The triangle scarf is designed to be worn with a triangle in front similar to a bandana. This one is made using basic stitches that are dressed up sometimes working in only one cycle and other times working around posts. This scarf will stand out, if only
for contrasting the color alone. Even though, it's a bold design thanks to a double crochet cluster of stitches that work in a way that create a fascinating pattern throughout the fabric. It's a cotton crochet scarf, so it's perfect for warm weather. Continue to 9 out of 23 Large brushes give this scarf extra weight and additional intrigue. Crossed
triple crochet stitch makes the design even more interesting. Isn't it amazing how many different types of fabric you can do with hook stitches? This design is an open diamond diamond mesh a pattern that looks like an enlarged lace. This is the perfect crochet scarf for a little warmer weather. Use one crochet and double crochet stitches
to make a lace lightweight scarf. The seams work in a chevron pattern to make even one color look a little more special. Usually, the scarf has two ends and you wrap it around your neck. On the other hand, the hood is one circle. This crochet scarf sits between two designs, and in some ways is almost like a shawlette. Whatever you call
it, a delicate design with an asymmetrical floral edge is a great addition to any outfit. Continue to 13 of 23 below. Some artisans enjoy both knitting and crochet. You can make the same scarf in both crafts using these two respective models. It is a lightweight scarf made with fingers weight yarn. You can purchase templates yourself ($1.99
each) or purchase a craft kit ($59.99), which includes yarn as well. Everything about this model is perfect. Large blocks of color are bold, but modern. The texture of crochet bobbles is the delight of craft and wear (just look at this fringe!). In addition, this crochet pattern is available for free through Yarnspirations. Maybe you like the look of
knitted fabric, but only know how to hook. No problem! It is a crochet scarf pattern that uses a stitch that makes it look like it was a knit. Bonus: It comes with a matching winter hat pattern. Let the yarn do all the work to create a great color array in this free crochet scarf pattern. The design works primarily in the main stitches, with the
texture added thanks to a double crochet cluster of stitches. Continue to 17 of 23 below. This crochet pattern uses a type of yarn that changes color in the blocks as you work. It is perfect for creating large stripes that make this triangle scarf stand out. Go big or go home! This super scarf measures 12 across and 8' long. It uses large
stitches created with a large hook hook. Plus it has a big, bold color! Does anything look like it might be more cozy for crochet than this big scarf? You want to make one for everyone you know, packing them in love with your seams. This colorful crochet scarf runs from side to side. The pompom fringe is created as you go. It's a unique
way to make a scarf and it's fun to wear a scarf. Continue to 21 of 23 below. What if we told you that you could make a very large crochet scarf for under two hours without any ends to weave in? This is what the designer promises with this mega crochet pattern. The scarf shouldn't be too serious. Bring a sense of humor to your wardrobe
when you wear Crochet scarf designed to look like a horse! If horses aren't your thing, check out the designer Etsy store for other animal scarf crochet models, including designs for a cow, a panda, and one that has a hook cat at one end and a dog on on Hope you're not afraid of spiders because this scarf looks like it's crawling with them!
This is the perfect crochet accessory for Halloween. Halloween.
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